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Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum degree at least n2, and let d be
a positive integer such that dn4. We define a distance between two vertices as
the number of edges of a shortest path joining them. In this paper, we show that,
for any vertex subset A with at most n2d vertices, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle
in which the distance between any two vertices of A is at least d.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A 2-factor is a 2-regular spanning subgraph and, especially, a Hamiltonian
cycle is a 2-factor with one component. Dirac [3] showed that if the minimum
degree of a graph with n vertices is at least n2, then the graph contains a
Hamiltonian cycle. Brandt et al. [1] generalized this result as follows.
Theorem 1 (Brandt et al.). Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum
degree at least n2, and let k be a positive integer such that kn4. Then,
there exists a 2-factor with k components in G.
In [5], the authors show that if the minimum degree of a graph is at
least n2, then, for any edge of G, there exisys a 2-factor with two com-
ponents containing the specified edge, apart from several exceptions. The
case when k=1 of Theorem 1 in [4] contains the following fact.
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Theorem 2 (Egawa et al.). Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum
degree at least n2, and we specify an edge xy. Then one of the following
possibilities occurs:
1. there exists a Hamiltonian cycle containing the specified edge;
2. n is even and there exists a set S/V(G) of n2 vertices, containing
x and y, such that G&S has no edges;
3. the subgraph G&[x, y] is disconnected.
Conversely, for any two vertices, we can find a Hamiltonian cycle such
that these are not adjacent. More generally, the following theorem shall be
shown in this paper. The distance dG(u, v) is defined as the number of edges
in a shortest subpath of G joining u and v.
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum degree at
least n2, and let d be a positive integer such that dn4. Then, for any
vertex subset A with at most n2d vertices, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle
C such that dC(u, v)d for any u and v in A.
Let G be a graph (Kn2&1 _ Kn2&1)+K2 , and we choose a vertex subset
A with n2d+1 vertices so that A is contained in one of the complete
graphs with n2&1 vertices. See Fig. 1. If there exists a Hamiltonian cycle
C which is as desired in Theorem 3, then the intersection of C and the
Kn2&1 which contains A has at least n2+1 vertices. This is a contradic-
tion. Therefore, the upper bound n2d is the best possible result.
For any vertex subset S, the minimum number in [dG(u, v) | v # S] is
denoted by dG(u, S). The set of vertices which is adjacent to x in a graph
G is denoted by NG(x) or simply N(x) and its cardinality by degG(x). We
denote the order of S by |S| and, for any subgraph B, the graph G&V(B)
is simply denoted by G&B. If we add or remove an edge uv joining two
vertices in B, we denote B _ uv or B"uv respectively. All notation and
terminology not explained here are are given in [2].
FIGURE 1
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2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Assume for contradiction that there is a counterexample G. Since the
complete graph has the desired Hamiltonian cycle, we may suppose that
G _ xy is not a counterexample for any edge xy # E(G ), i.e., the graph is
maximum with respect to the number of edges in counterexamples. Now
we divide the argument into two cases.
Case 1: G&A is not complete. Let xy # E(G &A). By the assumption,
there exists a Hamiltonian path joining x and y such that P _ xy is the
desired cycle. In this paper, we call such a path P a base path. The two
distances dP(x, A) and dP( y, A) are called end-lengths of P, and, if dP(x, A)
dP( y, A), then we call them the small and large end-length of P, respectively.
Let P=(x=u1 , u2 , ..., un= y) be a base path, and we assume A=
[u.(i) | 1im] for some mapping .. Let _ be the permutation such that
_(uj)=uj+1 . If S/V(P), then _(S)=[_(u i) | ui # S]. By the minimum
degree condition, there exists a vertex uj # N( y) such that uj+1 # N(x). If
both of the end-lengths are at least d&1, then the cycle P _ [xuj+1 , ujy]"
uj uj+1 is the desired Hamiltonian cycle. This is contrary to the assumption
that G is a counterexample. Thus we assume that a small end-length is less
than d&1. On the other hand, we can show the following claim.
Claim 1. If P is a base path such that the small end-length is maximal,
then its small end-length is at least (d&1)2.
Proof. In the set of all base paths whose the small end-length is maximal,
we choose a base path P=(x=u1 , u2 , ..., un= y) so that a large end-length
is maximum. Suppose that the end-length lx=dP(x, A) is small. Let D1=
[uj | 2 j2lx+2] and we define Di , for 2im, as follows:
Di=[uj | .(i)&(d&2&lx) j.(i)+lx+1].
Since dP(u.(i) , u.( j))d, we have Di & Dj=< if i{ j.
Assume that there exists a vertex uj in P&mi=1 D i which is adjacent
to x. Then the path P$=P _ xuj "uj&1uj is a base path, and its end-length
dP$(u j&1 , A) is greater than lx and the other is ly or at least lx+1. This
contradicts our assumption. Therefore N(x)/mi=1 D i . Because the degree
of x is at least n2 and mdn2, we have
|D1 |=2lx+1 }N(x)>.
m
i=2
Di }n2& } .
m
i=2
Di }=n2&d(m&1)d.
Thus it holds that lx(d&1)2. K
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In the following, a maximal base path means a base path such that the
small end-length is maximal, and we replace D1 with
[uj | .(1)&(d&2&lx) j.(1)+lx+1].
Next we show a claim on large end-lengths.
Claim 2. There exists a maximal base path of which the large end-length
is at least d&1.
Proof. Because the claim is trivial if d=2, we suppose d3. Let P=
(x=u1 , u2 , ..., un= y) be a maximal base path such that its large end-length
ly=dP( y, A) is maximum. Assume for contradiction that ly is at most d&2.
Let Q=(u.(1) , u.(1)+1 , u.(1)+2 , ..., u.(m)). Then, as in the previous part, we
have N(x) & V(Q&mi=1 D i )=<. Therefore, it holds that
deg(Q _ x)(x) } .
m
i=1
Di & Q } :
m
i=1
|D i |&(d&1)
n
2
&(d&1)
in which (Q _ x) is the subgraph of G induced by V(Q) _ x. Similarly, we
can show that deg(Q _ x)( y)n2&(d&1) since ly is maximum and is
most d&2. Thus, each of the vertices x and y is adjacent to at least d&1
vertices in P&Q. Because the subgraph P&Q contains at most 2d&4
vertices, there is a vertex uj # P&Q such that uj # N( y) and uj+1 # N(x).
Then the cycle P _ [xuj+1 , uj y]"ujuj&1 is the desired Hamiltonian cycle.
This is a contradiction. K
We choose a maximal base path P=(x=u1 , u2 , ..., un= y) so that its
large end-length ly is at least d&1 and is minimum. Let
Bx=[uj | 2 j2lx&d+2] and
By=[uj | .(m)+(lx+2) jn&1].
Then, as in the proof of Claim 1, we have the following fact:
Fact 1. N(x)/mi=1 Di _ Bx .
Using this fact and noting that | Di |n2, the following is obtained:
Fact 2. The vertex x is adjacent to at least two vertices in
L=[uj | .(m)+(d&2&lx)+1 j.(m)+lx+1].
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FIGURE 2
See Fig. 2. When we define vertex subsets Ri and Fi as
R1=[uj | 2lx&d+3 j.(1)&1] and
Ri=[uj | .(i&1)+lx+2 j.(i)&1] for i2 and
Fi=[uj | .(i) j.(i)+lx+1] for all i,
(see Fig. 3) we have the following claim:
Claim 3. There exists a vertex in mi=2 Ri which is adjacent to y.
Proof. Suppose that mi=2 Ri & N( y)=<, and then we have:
N( y)/ .
m
i=1
Fi _ Bx _ By _ R1 .
Let T=[u.(i)+lx+1 | 1im]. By the minimum degree condition, there
exists a vertex uj # N( y) such that uj+1 # N(x). If the vertex uj is contained
in mi=1 Fi _ Bx _ By _ R1"T, then the cycle P _ [xuj+1 , uj y]"ujuj+1 is the
desired Hamiltonian cycle. Otherwise, since uj+1  By , we have uj # T"
u.(m)+lx+1. Hence, for some k<m, uj=u.(k)+lx+1 # Fk and uj+1 # Rk+1 &
N(x)/Dk+1. It follows that Rk+1 /Dk+1 and therefore |Rk+1 |
|Dk+1 & [uj | j.(k+1)&1]|=d&2&lx . As |Rk+1 |d&2&lx by the
definition of Ri , |Rk+1 |=d&2&lx .
Let ul # N(x) & L such that l is maximal. In the path P$=P _ [xul , ujy]"
[uj&1uj , ulul+1], the end-length dP$(uj&1 , A) is also equal to lx and
dP$(ul+1 , A) is less than ly because |Fm"(L _ u.(m))|=d&2&lx=|Rk+1 |
and (l&.(m))&(d&2&lx)2 by Fact 2. See Fig. 4. If dP$(ul+1 , A)
d&1, then this is contrary to the assumption that ly is minimum.
FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
We can show dP$(Ul+1 , A)d&1 as follows. Since N(x) & _(N( y)"
(T _ By))=<, it holds that
N(x)/ .
m
i=1
Di _ Bx"_(N( y)"(T _ By)).
Furthermore, because _(N( y)"(T _ By))/mi=1 Di _ Bx , we have:
n2|N(x)| } .
m
i=1
Di _ Bx }&|_(N( y)"(T _ By))|
 :
m
i=1
|Di |+|Bx |&(|N( y)|&|T |& |By | )
n2+(2lx+1&d )&(n2&m&(ly&lx&2))
=lx+ly+m&(d+1).
Therefore lyn2+(d+1)&lx&m. Since lxd&2, we have
dP$(ul+1 , A)(d&1&lx)+(ly&(lx+1))
=d+ly&2lx&2
n2+5&d&m.
As mn2d and 2dn4, we can easily show that n2+5&d&m>
d&1, as required. K
We denote the number of vertices in Ri & N( y) by ri , and let us suppose
that rk is largest in [ri | 2im] and up # Rk & N( y) such that .(k)& p
is maximal. If the vertex u.(m)+(d&1&lx) # L is adjacent to x, then the path
P$=P _ [xu.(m)+(d&1&lx) , upy]"[up&1up , u.(m)+(d&1&lx)u.(m)+(d&1&lx)+1]
is a base path. As p&1.(k&1)+lx+1, the end-length dP$(up&1 , A) is
at least lx+1 and
dP$(u.(m)+d&1&lx , A)ly&(d&2&lx)&1+1=lx+ly&(d&2)lx+1,
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FIGURE 5
this contradicts the assumption that P is a maximal base path. Thus the
vertex x is not adjacent to u.(m)+(d&1&lx) .
By Fact 2, the vertex x is adjacent to a vertex in L. Let uq # N(x) & L of
which the index is minimal and M=[uj | .(m)+(d&1&lx) jq&1].
We replace the vertex subset F1 with [uj | 2 j.(1)+lx+1] and
denote the number of vertices in Fi & N( y) by fi . As in the proof of Claim 3,
we have:
N(x) & _ \\ .
m
i=1
Fi>T+& N( y)+=<.
On the other hand, as |mi=1 Di _ Bx |n2+|Bx | and |N(x)|n2, there
are at most |Bx | vertices in mi=1 Di _ Bx which are not adjacent to x, and
let :=|N( y) & _&1(M)|. Then, as N(x) & M=< by the minimality of q,
|Bx | |M|+\ :
m
i=1
( fi&1)&:+ . (1)
Suppose :{0 and let us # N( y) & _&1(M) such that s is maximal. In the
base path P$=P _ usy"usus+1 , the small end-length dP$(x, A) is lx and the
other is ly . See Fig. 5. Then, by Fact 1 applied to P$, uq is a distance at
most lx+1 from u.(m) and hence dP$(us+1 , uq)ly&(lx+1). As us+1, uq&1 #
M and y has no neighbors in [uj | s< j<q] by maximiliality of s, dP$(us+1, uq)
|M|+1&:. Therefore we obtain :|M|+2+lx&ly . By all of this
inequality and (1) and |Bx |=2lx+1&d, we have:
:
m
i=1
fi|Bx |+m+:&|M|3lx+m+3&d&ly . (2)
Since the vertex subset N( y)"mi=1 Fi is contained in 
m
i=2 Ri _ By , it holds
that
:
m
i=2
ri+(ly&lx&2))n2& :
m
i=1
fi . (3)
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If there is a positive integer i2 such that ri|M|+1, then the path
P$=P _ [xuq , up y]"[up&1up , uquq+1]
is a maximal base path with the end-lengths dP$(up&1 , A)lx+1 and,
recalling that rk is the largest element of [ri | 2im] and .(k)&p is a
maximum,
dP$(uq+1 , A)ly&(d&2&lx)&( |M|+1)+ri
ly&(d&2)+lxlx+1.
This contradicts the fact that P is a maximal base path. Thus ri|M| for
all 2im, and:
:
m
i=2
ri(m&1) |M|. (4)
By all of the inequality and (2) and (3), we have:
(m&1) |M| :
m
i=2
ri&(ly&lx&2)+n<2& :
m
i=1
f i
&(ly&lx&2)+md&(3lx+m+3&d&ly)
|M|d&1+
2(d&1&lx)
m&1
>d&1.
From Fact 2, M is strictly contained in L and consequently, |M|<|L|=
lx+1&(d&2&lx)d&1. This is a contradiction.
If :=0, then the inequality (1) becomes |Bx ||M|+mi=1 ( fi&1). By
this inequality and (3) and (4), we have
(m&1) |M| :
m
i=2
ri&(ly&lx&2)+n<2& :
m
i=1
f i
&(ly&lx&2)+md+|M|&m&(2lx+1&d )
=md&(lx+ly)+1+d&m+|M|.
Because dP$(up&1 , A)lx+1 in which P$=P _ [xuq , upy]"[up&1up , uquq+1],
the end-length dP$(uq+1 , A) has to be at most lx . Therefore, we have dP$(uq+1 , y)
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=ly&(d&2&lx)&(|M|+1)d&2, and then &(lx+ly)&2d+3&|M|.
Therefore
(m&1) |M|md&m+4&d
|M|d&1+
3
m&1
>d&1.
This also contradicts the fact that |M|d&2 and the case when G&A is
not complete is shown.
Case 2: G&A is complete. Let A=[u1 , u2 , ..., um]. Assume d3, and
we construct a graph as follows. For all uj # A, we recursively remove the
vertex uj and add new two vertices xj and yj and edges [xjv, yjv | v # N(uj)"A].
We denote the resultant graph by H. Because it holds that
|N(uj)"A|
n
2
&\ n2d&1+
n(d&1)
2d
+1>
n
d
2m,
for any subset Z/[xj , yj | jm], we have |Z||NH(Z)|. Therefore, we
can find a matching M from [xj , yj | jm] to H&[xj , yj | jm] such
that every vertex of [xj , yj | jm] is incident with an edge of M.
Let  S j be the forest in G in which Sj is the star obtained from the
matching M by identifying the vertices xj and yj with corresponding vertex
uj . Because G&A is complete, we can easily extend the forest  S j so that
the resulting graph is the desired Hamiltonian cycle. This contradicts the
assumption that G is a counterexample.
In the case d=2, if there exists a forest F such that degF (uj)=2 for all
uj # A and degF (w)2 for any w # V(F ) and every edge of F joins A and
G&A, then we can obtain the desired Hamiltonian cycle. Thus, finally, we
show the existence of such a forest.
As in the previous case, there exists matching M from A to G&A such
that every vertex of A is incident with an edge M since |N(uj)"A|n2&
(n4&1)=n4+1>m. We add edges joining A and G&A to M so that
the resultant graph F is acyclic and degF (w)2 for any w # V(F ) and the
cardinality of [uj | degF (uj)=2] is maximal. If there is a vertex uk # A with
degree one in F, then, because the vertex subset [v # V(F )"A | degF (v)=2]
contains at most n4&1 vertices and |N(uj)"A|n4+1, there exists a
vertex v # N(uk)"A such that degF (v)1 and F _ ukv is a forest. Because
the forest F _ ukv has more vertices with degree two than F, this is a
contradiction.
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